Abstract-The attribute weights determined is a key issue in the decision-making. Attribute weights given in the form of distribution of the attribute value to language assessment and rating their trust completely unknown or partially unknown circumstances, the proposed method of weight determination of the two based on objective evidence of differences between rights. Method one calculated based on the evidence of conflict between the coefficient weights; method to calculate the mean and variance of the research evidence weights. Finally, through the application of specific cases to verify the effectiveness of the method.
INTRODUCTION
For problems on MCDM and MCGDM, both attribute weight and expert weight have direct impacts on decision results. So it's critical about how to determine scientifically the weight. So far, the determination method invented by reseachers falls into three categories [1] : subjective method, objective method and aggregrative method. The first solution is discussed the most and representatives are direct evalution method [2] , eigenvector method, and mathematical programming solution [6] . Such methods are all dependent on subjective preferences of decision-makers. Objective method can better avoid influences by human factors with the advantage of objective decision-making matric information, e.g. entropy method, variance solution, and ideal point method, and distance method as well. Aggregative method attempts to integrate merits of both subjective and objective methods, such as, Ma. J et al. employed the multi-objective teaching planning model to aggregate two methods as above; yet, Xu [3] pointed out that the obtained objective weight was not desirable.
In the paper, the author defines based on the theory of evidence the mean value and variance between evidences, in the context of decision-making information expressed with linguistic evaluation scale and confidence distribution and by an evidence combining method, and thus proposed an attribute weight dermination method based on the degree of conflicts between evidences and the other based on attribute mean values and variances. Both methods can help get attribute weight from objective decision-making matrices, in avoidance of effects by subjective preferences of decisionmakers, and easy to apply them for solving decision-making or group decision-making problems under the similar conditions [4] .
II. KNOWLEDGE PREPARATIONS

A. D-S evidence theory
D-S evidence theory [5] is a method with regards to uncertainty reasoning. With weaker axiom system than probability theory and no need of priori probability, the method has remarkable advantages in the uncertain decision-making analysis. Here, we do not introduce its basic concepts.
Provide two basic probability assignments 
C. Mean values and variances between evidences
To consider the evaluation set
can regard it as an evidence set. In order to gain the average value of the attribute, i.e. average evaluation level, we can firstly attempt to aggregate M evidences, which may be of low or high conflict. Define distance matrix between evidences (assessment) (1) to combine and the result goes: 
B. Method based on variances between evidences (method 2)
In the definition 4, variance reflects quantitatively the differentiation of evaluation value of each solution on the attribute. Apparently, if evaluation values of various solutions on one attribute are the same, then, the attribute will not affect making decisions and should be given the weight 0; if expert evaluation variance is big on one attribute, then it is decisive to make decisions and should be given a bigger weight. Based on that principle, a method for computing the objective weight of an attribute is provided under two circumstances.
(i) If the weight is utterly unknown, we can calculate it as per: 
Construct the mathematical planning model below to achieve the optimal weight: . .
Once the weight is determined, it's probable to select the best solution or sort all candidate solutions with specific information aggregation technologies, e.g. combination method based on evidence certainty as in the work , and analysis ER algorithm in [5] , to integrate values of all solutions on all attributes and sort those aggregation assessment values with the method like utility interval method in .
IV. ANALYSIS OF APPLICATIONS
A. Experimentation of the proposed algorithm
To validate the effectiveness of the solution discussed here, we chose three bridges on segments on Xiangwang Rd.-Yinmadi Rd., Xiangwang Rd. 
B. Discussion of simulation process
We discussed all attributes listed on the above table with solution 1 and 2, with steps as follows: 
, , The calculation formula adopted in the paper is shown in 3.6:
C. C. Conclusion comparisons
Take the case of some data, i.e. the first broad attribute, from the work [18] to demonstrate. Assess three bridges based on six aspects or attributes, with seven rating levels (see Table I ). With the use of the proposed method, the weight obtained by method 1 (case 1), variance aquired by method 2 (case 3), e.g. Table I showed the distribution of certainties of such three bridges on each rating level by advantage of the method proposed in [18], taking case 1 for instance. The maximum and minimum expected utilities (similar to those in [18] ) and ordering results were shown in Table IV. V. CONCLUSION Due to the complexity and uncertainties on practical problems, attribute weights are unknown or partially unknown and the evaluation is usually not on a particular linguistic scale. For problems on decision-making, several objective methods for weight determination were presented in the paper according to differences between attribute values. Those methods proved to be objective and reliable. They are easy to implement on computers and can make full use of known information. 
